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Plate for pizza

#vivanapoli

Codice / Code: AAA03SET1 - AAA03SET2

Designer: LPWK - Antonio Aricò

Nome / Name:



Plate for pizza

Spring/Summer 2016

Technical notes

AAA03SET1 (red-green) Set of two plates for pizza in decorated porcelain. Dimensions: ø cm 32 / ø 12½” 
AAA03SET2 (brown-blue) Set of two plates for pizza in decorated porcelain. Dimensions: ø cm 32 / ø 12½”

Product description

Antonio Aricò decorates “#vivanapoli” with three Mr Punches preparing the pizza and the Gulf of Naples and Vesuvius in the background. The 
distinctive elegance and style of this original pizza plate catches the eye, surprising us with an original and sophisticated interpretation of some 
classic icons of the Neapolitan tradition. Aricò gives the scene a musical feel. The action is theatrical and the figures appear to be partaking in 
a dance, a movement repeated throughout the image. The design is based upon modulations of the infinite shades of a single colour: blue, red, 
green or brown for the four versions of the Plate. The Plate comes in two sets: red and green (1); brown and blue (2). This refined range of tones 
gives the Pizza plate a sense of sophistication that is somewhat detached from this well-known conventional image. “#vivanapoli” is made from 
white ceramic decorated with decals and is dishwasher safe.

Additional project notes

«These new Pizza plates tell the story of the topos of Italian food, especially the Neapolitan tradition, in an elegant and sophisticated direction, 
but that at the same time is also playful. A touch of grace and irony in a daily act of Italian culture in the world. This piece has clearly been 
inspired by Giò Ponti’s monochromatic ceramics and the subjects’ poses hark back to the joy and optimism of the Pulcinella acrobats in 
Giandomenico Tiepolo’s Enlightenment».

Laura Polinoro
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Wedding favours - Wedding cake topper

Codice / Code: AAA02 - AAA02 P - AMGI58 - AMGI59

Designer: LPWK - Antonio Aricò / Massimo Giacon

La petite mariée - Bombolina - Abbracciami amore mio

Progetto / Project:

Nome / Name:

Alessi in Love



Wedding favours - Wedding cake topper

Spring/Summer 2016

Technical notes

AAA02 La petite mariée - Wedding favour in porcelain. Hand-decorated. Dimensions: ø cm 7,5 – h cm 8,5  / ø 3” – h 3¼”
AAA02 P La petite mariée - Wedding favour in porcelain, pink. Hand-decorated. Dimensions: ø cm 7,5 – h cm 8,5 / ø 3” – h 3¼”
AMGI58 Bombolina - Wedding favour in porcelain. Hand-decorated. Dimensions: cm 8x7 – h 9 /  3¼”x2¾” – h 3½”
AMGI59 Abbracciami amore mio - Wedding cake topper in porcelain. Hand-decorated. 
Dimensions: cm 5,5x4,6 – h cm 6,7 / 2¼”x1¾” – h 2¾”

Product description

How can you transmute love into a small object designed to be given as a gift? Two designers with very different expressive styles and 
sensibilities, Antonio Aricò and Massimo Giacon, have managed to do just this. With the “Alessi in Love” (1) collection they bring us an original 
interpretation of a number of classic objects associated with the celebration of love, such as Party favours and Wedding cake toppers. With 
Antonio Aricò’s “La petite mariée” (2), the Party favour takes the form of a small porcelain woman whose delicate dress conceals a little container 
for wedding favour sweets. Massimo Giacon’s “Bombolina” (3), meanwhile, takes the form of a white swan upon whose feathers sit a kissing 
couple. Giacon chooses a classic symbol of eternal love - swans stay with their partners for life - but interprets it with the typical style also seen 
in his cartoons and illustrations. The body of the swan acts as a container for wedding favour sweets. The couple are not wearing wedding 
clothes so the party favour can also be used for other purposes, such as a gift on an important anniversary. Both Party favours are made from 
hand-decorated porcelain. “La petite mariée” comes in two colour versions, white and pink. Once the sweets have been eaten, the two party 
favours can be used as elegant boxes for little items of jewellery.  Massimo Giacon certainly took an unconventional approach to his design for 
“Abbracciami amore mio” (4), a little figurine for decorating wedding cakes. With a little touch of irreverence towards tradition, the designer 
imagines a newlywed couple where the bride carries the groom into their new house rather than the other way around. “Abbracciami amore mio” 
is made from hand-decorated white porcelain and the figurine sits on a little base so it can stand firmly on the wedding cake. The “Alessi in Love” 
collection also includes “Bimboniera”, a Party favour designed by Massimo Giacon. All of the items in this series are sold in gift packaging that 
includes a ribbon with the “Alessi in Love” logo (5). 

Additional project notes

«Fun and seductive, an memory object for an evergreen tradition: marriage. At some time or another, everyone will have received a classic, 
terrible favour for a wedding or christening, even from close friends and relatives. What are you supposed to do with it? Throwing it away 
would put you a bad mood; it seems like you’re throwing away a piece of someone else’s life, someone who is dear to you. On the other hand, 
where are you supposed to put it? In a drawer along with a lot of other dusty, half-broken trinkets. That would conjure up a sad image in stark 
contrast to the events related to the production of these little statues of happiness. The problem is that when you go to fairs for household items, 
it’s noticable that in the “favours” typology, not a lot a effort or attention has been given to their formal research. Designing favours, therefore, 
is quite a challenge. It’s like dealing deal with a “no-design zone” and coming out unscathed. I don’t know if we have succeeded brilliantly, 
but now these figurines are here, and they are here to stay and face a new ocean of possibilities».

Laura Polinoro
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Baby shower favours

Bimboniera

Codice / Code: AMGI57 LAZ - AMGI57 P

Designer: LPWK - Massimo Giacon

Progetto / Project:

Nome / Name:

Alessi in Love



Baby shower favours

Spring/Summer 2016

Technical notes

AMGI57 LAZ Bimboniera - Baby shower favour in porcelain, light blue. Hand-decorated. Dimensions: cm 10x6,3 – h 9,3 / 4”x2½” – h 3¾”
AMGI57 P Bimboniera - Baby shower favour in porcelain, pink. Hand-decorated. Dimensions: cm 10x6,3 – h 9,3 / 4”x2½” – h 3¾”

Product description

How can we translate love into a small gift object? The “Alessi in Love” (1) collection was created to meet this design challenge, offering a number 
of classic objects associated with the celebration of love, such as the Party favours given upon the birth of a child. Massimo Giacon employs one 
of the most popular images used to represent the arrival of a child, a stork carrying a baby, for this product type. Giacon interprets this traditional 
image in his own typically unconventional way. The child is not in the usual coloured sack but is crawling on the stork's head, as if he were joking 
with his unusual playmate. Produced from hand-decorated white porcelain, “Bimboniera” has a space between the stork's wings for the party 
favour sweets. Once the sweets have been eaten, the Party favour can be used as a stylish box for small items of jewellery. “Bimboniera” comes 
in two versions with the baby wearing a pink romper suit to celebrate the birth of a girl (2) or a blue romper suit for a little boy (3). The “Alessi in 
Love” collection includes two other projects by Massimo Giacon, “Bombolina” and “Abbracciami amore mio”, a Party favour and a Wedding 
cake topper.  The same series also includes a Wedding party favour designed by Antonio Aricò, “La petite mariée”. All of the items in the “Alessi 
in Love” series are sold in gift packaging that includes a ribbon bearing the collection’s logo (4). 

Additional project notes

«Fun and seductive, an memory object for an evergreen tradition: marriage. At some time or another, everyone will have received a classic, 
terrible favour for a wedding or christening, even from close friends and relatives. What are you supposed to do with it? Throwing it away 
would put you a bad mood; it seems like you’re throwing away a piece of someone else’s life, someone who is dear to you. On the other hand, 
where are you supposed to put it? In a drawer along with a lot of other dusty, half-broken trinkets. That would conjure up a sad image in stark 
contrast to the events related to the production of these little statues of happiness. The problem is that when you go to fairs for household items, 
it’s noticable that in the “favours” typology, not a lot a effort or attention has been given to their formal research. Designing favours, therefore, 
is quite a challenge. It’s like dealing deal with a “no-design zone” and coming out unscathed. I don’t know if we have succeeded brilliantly, 
but now these figurines are here, and they are here to stay and face a new ocean of possibilities».

Laura Polinoro
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Containers

Ellipse

Codice / Code: ABI07SET - ABI07SET1 - ABI07SET2 - ABI07SET3

Designer: Abi Alice

Nome / Name:



Containers

Spring/Summer 2016

Technical notes

ABI07 SET Set of three containers in 18/10 stainless steel. 
ABI07SET 1 (white-yellow-white) Set of three containers in steel coloured with epoxy resin.
ABI07SET 2 (turquoise-white-turquoise) Set of three containers in steel coloured with epoxy resin.
ABI07SET 3 (yellow-turquoise-yellow) Set of three containers in steel coloured with epoxy resin.

Product description 

For years Abi Alice’s work has veered between industrial design and artistic research. Intrigued by the shape of the ellipse, which also features in several of her 
abstract artworks, she has created a small collection of Containers that translate this evocative geometrical shape into a 3D plastic object. Abi Alice has taken up 
the challenge that Alessi gave her and some of her colleagues to design objects to be produced in the Crusinallo factory in Omegna. The company’s historic plant 
has worked with metal alongside traditional handcrafting practices since the 1920s, exploiting the opportunities offered by new technologies. In fact, the “Ellipse” 
is produced via traditional metal processing in which the sheet is cut and then bent or folded into the shape stipulated by the designer. In Abi Alice’s project, three 
ellipses of different sizes are produced from a sheet of stainless steel and then slightly curved to turn them into a series of versatile Containers. Their simple and 
minimalist design makes it possible to use them in different ways and contexts: in the kitchen or dining room, in the office or the living room. The masterful use of 
colour further enriches the project. Abi Alice chooses white, yellow and turquoise to create a vibrant interplay of combinations and juxtapositions. The various colour 
alternations on the three ellipses in the collection creates three different series: white-yellow-white (1), turquoise-white-turquoise (2) and yellow-turquoise-yellow (3). 
Each of these series, comprising three Containers of different sizes and colours, is sold separately. The colour combinations suggested by the designer led to the 
decision to offer three different series, each of which is made up of three Containers of different sizes and colours. This decision fits with and enhances the designer’s 
project as compared to a straightforward proposal of individual plain colour Containers. These three coloured series are joined by a fourth series entirely in polished 
stainless steel (4). Purchasing more than one series we can multiply, according to your own preferences, the series of combinations permitted by the distribution of 
the colours on the various Containers. "Ellipse" also includes an Office set comprising two elements (5), an Envelope holder and a little Box for pens, paperclips or 
other items. A sophisticated little Container that comes in two versions, mirror polished stainless steel and gold-plated steel, rounds off the series (6).

Additional project notes

«The “Ellipse” collection originated from a brief given by Alberto Alessi to many of the Alessi designers: to create objects that utilize the cutting and bending 
production processes which the Alessi workshop is renowned for. I admire Alessi's commitment to nurturing and maintaining Italian based production, which is
becoming increasingly more challenging when competing with the mass-production factories abroad. Therefore I was delighted to put my energy into this project 
as I have always felt the Alessi workshop is one of the few remaining unique and creative hubs on the planet. My creative mind was already preoccupied with
the ellipse shape due to my previous project, “Octave” (2014), and to the frequent use of the ellipse in my abstract paintings. I began to make multiple prototypes 
in colored card by bending, folding and rolling ellipses in different sizes until I arrived at the “Ellipse” collection. My intention was to create sculptural, pure 
and minimalist forms which could also function as containers, aiming to create multi-use containers that could equally be used in various settings, for example
the kitchen, studio, office, living room or dining room. Both in a small studio apartment or a larger living space. In addition I wanted to incorporate rich and 
vibrant colors, and an element of gold, as I have always held the belief that color and form have the potential to have an uplifting effect on our psychology. I 
was delighted to be able to incorporate a gold piece in this collection, and I hope there will be more gold pieces to follow». 

Abi Alice
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Desk set

Ellipse

Codice / Code: ABI09SET - ABI09S LAZ - ABI09S W - ABI09S Y

Designer: Abi Alice

Nome / Name:



Desk set

Spring/Summer 2016

Technical notes

ABI09SET Desk set composed of one container and one envelope holder in 18/10 stainless steel.
ABI09S LAZ Desk set composed of one container and one envelope holder in steel coloured with epoxy resin, turquoise.
ABI09S W Desk set composed of one container and one envelope holder in steel coloured with epoxy resin, Super White.
ABI09S Y Desk set composed of one container and one envelope holder in steel coloured with epoxy resin, yellow.

Product description

For years Abi Alice’s work has veered between industrial design and artistic research. Intrigued by the shape of the ellipse, which also features in several of her 
abstract artworks, she has created a small collection of Containers that translate this evocative geometrical shape into a 3D plastic object. Abi Alice has taken up 
the challenge that Alessi gave her and some of her colleagues to design objects to be produced in the Crusinallo factory in Omegna. The company’s historic plant 
has worked with metal alongside traditional handcrafting practices since the 1920s, exploiting the opportunities offered by new technologies. In fact, the “Ellipse” 
is produced via traditional metal processing in which the sheet is cut and then bent or folded into the shape stipulated by the designer. The collection includes an 
Office set comprising two elements. The first emerges from an ellipse of around 24 centimetres which when curved, becomes a little Container for pens, rubbers, 
paperclips or other items. In the second item, the ellipse is larger and is folded in two points to become a minimalist Envelope holder. The Set comes in four colour 
versions: steel (1), white (2), yellow (3) and turquoise (4). "Ellipse" also includes a series of three Containers of different sizes (5). This series of three elements comes 
in four different versions. In one of them all of the containers are in polished stainless steel, while the other three are the result of different combinations of the colours 
chosen by the designer for the collection's pieces: white, yellow   and turquoise. If you accompany the Office set with one or more versions of these coloured 
Containers (5) you can expand - according to your own needs and preferences - the versatility of the pieces of "Ellipse" and further develop the interplay made 
possible by the distribution of the colours on the various items. The series is completed, further enriching its versatility, by a sophisticated little Container that comes in 
two versions: mirror polished stainless steel and gold-plated steel (6).
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Additional project notes

«The “Ellipse” collection originated from a brief given by Alberto Alessi to many of the Alessi designers: to create objects that utilize the cutting and bending 
production processes which the Alessi workshop is renowned for. I admire Alessi's commitment to nurturing and maintaining Italian based production, which is
becoming increasingly more challenging when competing with the mass-production factories abroad. Therefore I was delighted to put my energy into this project 
as I have always felt the Alessi workshop is one of the few remaining unique and creative hubs on the planet. My creative mind was already preoccupied with
the ellipse shape due to my previous project, “Octave” (2014), and to the frequent use of the ellipse in my abstract paintings. I began to make multiple prototypes 
in colored card by bending, folding and rolling ellipses in different sizes until I arrived at the “Ellipse” collection. My intention was to create sculptural, pure 
and minimalist forms which could also function as containers, aiming to create multi-use containers that could equally be used in various settings, for example
the kitchen, studio, office, living room or dining room. Both in a small studio apartment or a larger living space. In addition I wanted to incorporate rich and 
vibrant colors, and an element of gold, as I have always held the belief that color and form have the potential to have an uplifting effect on our psychology. I 
was delighted to be able to incorporate a gold piece in this collection, and I hope there will be more gold pieces to follow». 

Abi Alice
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Container

Ellipse

Codice / Code: ABI08 - ABI08 GD

Designer: Abi Alice

Nome / Name:



Container

Spring/Summer 2016

Technical notes

ABI08 Container in 18/10 stainless steel. Dimensions: cm 27,5x5,3 – h cm 1,6 / 10¾”x2” – h ¾”
ABI08 GD Container in 18/10 stainless steel and gold. Hand gold plating in 24 carat gold. 
Dimensions: cm 27,5x5,3 – h cm 1,6 / 10¾”x2” – h ¾”

Product description

For years Abi Alice’s work has veered between industrial design and artistic research. Intrigued by the shape of the ellipse, which also features in 
several of her abstract artworks, she has created a small collection of Containers that translate this evocative geometrical shape into a 3D plastic 
object. Abi Alice has taken up the challenge that Alessi gave her and some of her colleagues to design objects to be produced in the Crusinallo 
factory in Omegna. The company’s historic plant has worked metal alongside traditional handcrafting practices since the 1920s, exploiting the 
opportunities offered by new technologies. In fact, Ellipse” is produced via traditional metal processing in which the sheet is cut and then bent or 
folded in the shape stipulated by the designer. Among the various pieces designed for the collection, all strictly produced from an ellipse, there 
is an elegant little Container that the designer has created in two versions: one in polished stainless steel (1) and the other gold-plated with satin 
finish (2). The latter is obtained by manually immersing the surface in a 24-carat gold bath. Once dried, the piece is sandblasted with crushed 
glass, a process that creates a uniform and particularly refined satin finish. This precious item is almost a little piece of gold art. "Ellipse" also 
includes a series of three Containers (3) of different sizes. This series of three elements comes in four different versions. In one of them all of the 
Containers are in polished stainless steel, while the other series are the result of different combinations of the colours chosen by the designer for the 
collections' pieces: white, yellow and turquoise. The collection is rounded off with an Office set (4) comprising two elements, an envelope holder 
and a little box for pens, paperclips or other items.
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Additional project notes

«The “Ellipse” collection originated from a brief given by Alberto Alessi to many of the Alessi designers: to create objects that utilize the cutting and bending 
production processes which the Alessi workshop is renowned for. I admire Alessi's commitment to nurturing and maintaining Italian based production, which is
becoming increasingly more challenging when competing with the mass-production factories abroad. Therefore I was delighted to put my energy into this project 
as I have always felt the Alessi workshop is one of the few remaining unique and creative hubs on the planet. My creative mind was already preoccupied with
the ellipse shape due to my previous project, “Octave” (2014), and to the frequent use of the ellipse in my abstract paintings. I began to make multiple prototypes 
in colored card by bending, folding and rolling ellipses in different sizes until I arrived at the “Ellipse” collection. My intention was to create sculptural, pure 
and minimalist forms which could also function as containers, aiming to create multi-use containers that could equally be used in various settings, for example
the kitchen, studio, office, living room or dining room. Both in a small studio apartment or a larger living space. In addition I wanted to incorporate rich and 
vibrant colors, and an element of gold, as I have always held the belief that color and form have the potential to have an uplifting effect on our psychology. I 
was delighted to be able to incorporate a gold piece in this collection, and I hope there will be more gold pieces to follow». 

Abi Alice



Spring/Summer 2016

Wall clock

Infinity Clock

Codice / Code: ABI10 W

Designer: Abi Alice

Nome / Name:

INFINITYINFINITY



Wall clock

Spring/Summer 2016

Technical notes

ABI10 W Wall clock in steel coloured with epoxy resin, Super White. Dimensions: ø cm 42 / ø 16½”

Product description

For years Abi Alice’s work has veered between industrial design and artistic research. Intrigued by geometry and mathematics, she has designed 
a clock that translates evocative shapes also seen in many of her abstract paintings into a 3D plastic object. The Australian designer took up the 
challenge that Alessi gave her and some of her colleagues to design objects to be produced in the Crusinallo factory in Omegna. The company’s 
historic plant has processed metal alongside traditional handcrafting practices since the 1920s, exploiting the opportunities offered by new 
technologies. “Infinity Clock” is created by subjecting sheet steel to sophisticated laser cutting, folding, curving and soldering operations. Its 
geometric and sculpted design stems from a reflection on the concept of time (1): regular and continuous curves that generate infinite movement, 
recalling the inexorable passing of time. The colour chosen by the designer, matt white, helps enhance this sense of indeterminateness (2). Blue 
hour and minute hands are located at the centre of the number-free Clock face. “Infinity Clock” has a movement that runs on AA batteries. A rear 
hook makes it easy to attach the object to a wall (3). The “Infinity Clock” is made from steel painted with Super White-coloured epoxy resin and 
forms part of the Living Accessories catalogue dedicated to small home accessories.

Additional project notes

«One of the big universal questions that has puzzled scientist, astronomers and philosophers for centuries has been: when did time begin, is 
time infinite, did time have a beginning and will it subsequently have an end? Whilst we will never have a definitive answer, we all share the 
certainty that our time on the planet does have a beginning and an end. Time is a constant which we have no control over. We cannot slow it 
down and we cannot speed it up. Sadly we live in an era obsessed with time. Either there is the frequent comment “there is never enough time” 
or we are worried about the effect time has on our ageing process. When creating this clock my intention was to create a tranquil, sculptural 
form that gave the impression of infinity by creating continuous curves that reflected the constant, infinite quality of time. Personally I like to adopt 
an infinite or timeless philosophy regarding time. I feel we all need to forget the worries about time and just focus on creating Una Bella Vita!». 

Abi Alice
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Dotty Clock

Codice / Code: ABI11 LAZ - ABI11 W - ABI11 Y

Designer: Abi Alice

Nome / Name:

Spring/Summer 2016



Spring/Summer 2016

Technical notes

ABI11 LAZ Wall clock in steel coloured with epoxy resin, turquoise. Dimensions: ø cm 20 / ø 8"
ABI11 W Wall clock in steel coloured with epoxy resin, Super White. Dimensions: ø cm 20 / ø 8"
ABI11 Y Wall clock in steel coloured with epoxy resin, yellow. Dimensions: ø cm 20 / ø 8"

Product description

Abi Alice has taken up the challenge that Alessi gave her and some of her colleagues to design objects to be produced in the Crusinallo factory in Omegna. The 
company’s historic plant has worked metal alongside traditional handcrafting practices since the 1920s, exploiting the opportunities offered by new technologies. 
Produced from the laser cutting of a sheet of steel, the “Dotty Clock” embodies the designer’s passion for geometrical shapes. Fascinated by the shapes and colours 
of the classic “sticky dots” found in stationery shops (1), Abi Alice uses a circle shape to design a clock with simple lines. This circle symbol recalls both the traditional 
Clock shape and the ancient methods of measuring time based on the movement of the sun. The body of the Clock and the end of the hands are circular. The second 
hand is quite peculiar in that it stretches right across the diameter of the circle.  A skilful use of colour enriches the project. The designer has chosen Super White (2), 
yellow (3) and turquoise (4) for the background of the Clock, which contrasts with the red or white of the hour, minute and second hands. Vibrant colours are there 
to create combinations or juxtapositions with the colours of the walls. The Clock runs on AA batteries. The object is completed with a rear black thermoplastic resin 
disk that houses the mechanism and has a hole that can be used to easily attach the clock to the wall (5). “Dotty Clock” is made from steel painted with epoxy resin 
and thermoplastic resin. The minimalist design and colour choices make it suitable for use in different settings: in the kitchen or dining room, in the office or the living 
room. The “Dotty Clock” forms part of the Living Accessories catalogue dedicated to small home accessories.

Additional project notes

«When beginning the creative process to create a wall clock I explored many options, one of which was to explore the creative potential of the colored sticky 
dots that are available in every stationary shop. I was drawn to the varying sizes and bright colors of the sticky dots, and began a multitude of playful experiments 
using sticky dots and colored card. A process which also incorporated my interests in color, aiming to create vibrant color combinations. Through this process 
the “Dotty Clock” was born. Whilst the minimalist, colorful and abstract quality of the “Dotty Clock” appealed to my aesthetic sensibilities, on another level it 
reminded me of another interest of mine. That being the ancient astronomical clocks and dials that were used to measure time by way of observing the movements 
in the solar system. One of the great examples being the Astarium, which was created by Giovanni Dondi (c. 1330 - 1388): this clock includes multiple discs 
and dials and took 16 years to create!». 

Abi Alice 
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Time Maze

Codice / Code: DL01 R

Designer: Daniel Libeskind

Nome / Name:
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Technical notes

DL01 R Wall clock in steel coloured with epoxy resin, red. Dimensions: cm 50x47 / 19¾”x18½”

Product description

Daniel Libeskind, a designer, architecture theorist and artist in the broadest sense of the word, presents his first object for Alessi. Libeskind has 
worked worldwide, becoming one of the stars of the contemporary deconstructivist architecture movement. His most original and interesting 
works include the Jüdisches Museum (1) constructed in 1998 in Berlin and the more recent One World Trade Center in New York (2). For his first 
project with Alessi, Libeskind has designed “Time Maze”, a Clock whose body takes the form of a broken red line. The object's design explicitly 
recalls the designer’s architectural style, with discontinuous lines, broken surfaces, cuts and openings. The Clock's mechanism is to be found at 
the centre of the structure formed by the red line. The black hands are positioned on a little metal ring of the same colour that hides the mechanism 
from view. The hole used to hang the Clock on the wall is located on the mechanism. While moving, the hands both cross and overlap with 
the red line. Another formal detail emphasises this interaction between the red line of the Clock body and the two little black parallelepipeds 
that represent the hands. The three elements are all of the same thickness. As such, when one of the hands passes over a part of the red line it 
completely conceals it, creating further discontinuity in the Clock's structure. The hours are indicated by little holes distributed along the red line 
(3) in an irregular circle that restores a degree of conventionality to the Clock face. “Time Maze” is produced from steel coloured with red epoxy 
paint. The hands are made from aluminium and coloured with black epoxy paint. The mechanism runs on AA batteries. The “Time Maze” Clock 
forms part of the Living Accessories catalogue dedicated to small home accessories.

Additional project notes

«Time is not circular: it veers sharply to mark the event as unexpected– As the clock itself».
Daniel Libeskind

One of the most active and lively Architect at the beginning of this century internationally, Daniel Libeskind has also become known to the 
general public of non-experts as the winner of the 2003 competition to rebuild the World Trade Center in New York. His keen interest in the 
notion of time is reflected in some of his most iconic projects such as the Jewish Museum in Berlin, the Royal Ontario Museum in Canada as 
well as the master plan for the World Trade Center. The “Time Maze” clock apparently challenge the notion of time: “time is not linear; nor it 
is circular; time is a maze of hidden connections and pleasant interactions”. “Time Maze” is made of steel and is presented in a special shade 
of red that has become his classic signature.

Alberto Alessi
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Comtoise

Codice / Code: SJ01

Designer: Studio Job

Nome / Name:

Spring/Summer 2016



Spring/Summer 2016

Technical notes

SJ01 Wall clock in tinplate with decoration. Dimensions: cm 23x30 / 9”x11¾”

Product description

Flemish duo Studio Job make their debut in the Alessi catalogue with the “Comtoise” Clock (1). Artist-designers Job Smeets and Nynke Tynagel fuse the industrial 
world with the applied arts to create projects, often in limited editions, that combine craftsmanship with a cutting-edge, highly expressive and symbolic style. 
“Comtoise” is a Clock whose name and design recall a style of clock made in France from the late 1600s onwards. Made from brass, comtoises (2) were 
distinctive for their high-relief decorations loaded with symbols connected with French history. The Studio Job project is a contemporary reinterpretation of this 
traditional clock type. The frame is made from tinplate, a simple and light material that contrasts heavily with the richness of the decoration. Coloured images in 
relief (1B), seemingly cheerful little details, are in fact symbols that transmit, like in other works by the designers, the many faces of the tension between good and 
evil. The ornamental style is revisited in the shape of the black hour and minute hands. Black was also chosen for the Arabic numerals used for the hours on the Clock 
face, which is marked off by a yellow line. “Comtoise” runs on AA batteries and is easy to attach to the wall thanks to the hole driven into the back of case (3). The 
Alessi logo and the Studio Job signature are printed on the clock face. The “Comtoise” Clock forms part of the Living Accessories catalogue dedicated to small home 
accessories.

Additional project notes

Studio Job is a design workshop based in Antwerp at the beginning of the century by Job Smeets and Nynke Tynagel. Since then they have become known for 
the brave and rebellious way of creating their own universe based on personal fascinations in a wide range of projects varying from unique pieces to limited 
editions, installations, interior design and public spaces. Their projects are examples of walking the tightrope between design and art that has given their work 
an singular position on the international design scene, resulting in a healthy discussion of the existing rules in contemporary design. 

Alberto Alessi

«What makes working with Alessi unique? Is it the historical context? The fact that every design student learns about Alessi? Nynke and I met Alberto for the first 
time during a dinner given by the Groninger Museum in 2003 to celebrate the work of Alessandro Mendini. After that it would take approximately 10 years 
before we first visited the acclaimed Alessi factory in Italy. At the end of the visit we were welcomed in his private office. Nynke and I sat there in silence while 
Alberto went through some of our drawings. His eyes were sharp as if he exactly knew what he was looking for and the few remarks he made were all spot on. 
Last two years we developed a family of designs with Alessi. All based on iconic items and production techniques you can find in any old and new household. 
We kick off with a wall-clock based on the 17th century French Comtoise that was fairly common back in the days. Although still in the collective memory, rarely 
seen nowadays. As you might know, Studio Job loves a sense of history».

Job Smeets 
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Corner mounted clock

Ora In

Codice / Code: GIA20 O - GIA20 W

Designer: Giulio Iacchetti

Nome / Name:

ORA IN 



Corner mounted clock

Spring/Summer 2016

Technical notes

GIA20 O Corner mounted clock in thermoplastic resin, orange. Dimensions: ø cm 21 - h cm 13 / ø 8¼” – h 5”
GIA20 W Corner mounted clock in thermoplastic resin, white. Dimensions: ø cm 21 - h cm 13 / ø 8¼” – h 5”

Product description

Giulio Iacchetti proposes an original solution for making full use of the space offered by the corners and edges between walls. “Ora In” (1) and 
“Ora Out” (2) are two extravagant Clocks designed respectively for mounting in a corner or at the junction of two walls. This design with its 
minimalist lines easily adapts to different settings, whether home or work. “Ora In” is a Corner clock that slots in between two walls, making use of 
spaces that generally have little function. This solution ensures the object's total accessibility, making it possible to check the time even from angles 
that are not perpendicular to the clock. Its round, minimalist and plain-colour design is distinctive for the slight central depression (3) that marks off 
the unnumbered Clock face. The absence of decorations and the regular appearance of the grey hands help emphasise the formal cleanliness of 
the Clock, strengthening its visual power. Made from thermoplastic resin, “Ora In” comes in two different colour versions, white (4) and orange 
(5). The designer has chosen these two variants to make it possible to play with colour, creating continuity between the shade of the Clock and 
that of the wall, or exploiting the contrast created by juxtaposing different colours. “Ora In” has a movement that runs on AA batteries and is easy 
to attach to the wall thanks to the corner support and the assembly kit included in the pack (6). Two dowels ensure the stability of the thermoplastic 
resin support on the wall, even on surfaces that are not perfectly perpendicular, making it easy attach and remove the Clock to replace the battery 
or change the time. The “Ora In” Clock forms part of the Living Accessories catalogue dedicated to small home accessories.

Additional project notes

With the cufflinks “Ora In” and “Ora Out” Giulio Iacchetti has invented a new category in Clocks: that of “corner clocks”. In fact, these Clocks 
are designed to be hung in a corner of the house or workspace, thereby setting a before and after in this category’s very diverse scene. The 
Clock’s surprising formal solution (which is also suitable for corners not exactly orthogonal) provides a wider range of use, allowing it to be 
read from viewpoints that are quite offset relative to its location.

Alberto Alessi
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Codice / Code:

Designer:

Nome / Name:

Edge mounted clock

Ora Out

GIA21 O - GIA21 W

Giulio Iacchetti
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Spring/Summer 2016

Product description

Giulio Iacchetti proposes an original solution for making full use of the space offered by the corners and edges between walls. “Ora In” (1) 
and “Ora Out” (2) are two extravagant Clocks designed respectively for mounting in a corner or at the junction of two walls. This design with 
minimalist lines easily adapts to different settings, whether home or work. “Ora Out” is a wall Edge clock that makes it possible to use spaces 
that generally have little function. This solution ensures the object's total accessibility, making it possible to check the time even from angles that 
are not perpendicular to the clock. Its round, minimalist and plain-colour design is distinctive for the slight central depression (3) that marks off the 
unnumbered Clock face. The absence of decorations and the regular appearance of the grey hands help emphasise the formal cleanliness of the 
clock, strengthening its visual power. Made from thermoplastic resin, “Ora Out” comes in two different colour versions, white (4) and orange (5). 
The designer has chosen these two variants to make it possible to play with colour, creating continuity between the shade of the Clock and that of 
the wall, or exploiting the contrast created by juxtaposing different colours. “Ora Out” runs on AA batteries and is easy to attach to the wall thanks 
to the thermoplastic resin support and the assembly kit included in the pack (6). Two dowels ensure the stability of the support on the wall edge, 
even on surfaces that are not perfectly perpendicular, making it easy to attach and remove the Clock to replace the battery or change the time. The 
“Ora Out” Clock forms part of the Living Accessories catalogue dedicated to small home accessories.

Edge mounted clock

Technical notes

GIA21 O Edge mounted clock in thermoplastic resin, orange. Dimensions: ø cm 21 - h cm 15 / ø 8¼” – h 6”
GIA21 W Edge mounted clock in thermoplastic resin, white. Dimensions: ø cm 21 - h cm 15 / ø 8¼” – h 6”

Additional project notes

With the cufflinks “Ora In” and “Ora Out” Giulio Iacchetti has invented a new category in Clocks: that of “corner clocks”. In fact, these Clocks 
are designed to be hung in a corner of the house or workspace, thereby setting a before and after in this category’s very diverse scene. The 
Clock’s surprising formal solution (which is also suitable for corners not exactly orthogonal) provides a wider range of use, allowing it to be 
read from viewpoints that are quite offset relative to its location.

Alberto Alessi
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Wall clock

La Stanza dello Scirocco

Codice / Code: MT19 - MT19 B - MT19 W

Designer: Mario Trimarchi

Nome / Name:



Wall clock

Spring/Summer 2016

Technical notes

MT19 Wall clock in 18/10 stainless steel. Dimensions: cm 46x33,5 / 18”x13¾”
MT19 B Wall clock in steel coloured with epoxy resin, black. Dimensions: cm cm 46x33,5 / 18”x13¾”
MT19 W Wall clock in steel coloured with epoxy resin, white. Dimensions: cm cm 46x33,5 / 18”x13¾”

Product description

La Stanza dello Scirocco is a magical place found in the grand old houses in the Sicilian countryside, a place where people take shelter as they 
wait for the wind to calm down. Sicilian architect Mario Trimarchi took inspiration from this childhood memory to design a collection of objects 
with unsteady, haphazard geometries (1), as if they have been moved by the wind. This Clock enriches the series, transposing its style into a 
new product type. The irregular shapes of the hexagonal clock face and the surrounding tiles are obtained from the laser cutting and folding of a 
sheet of steel, a typical Alessi production technique. The spaces created between the tiles generate light and shade effects that add magic and 
dynamism. It comes in three versions: in stainless steel with mirrored finish (2), and painted in black (3) or white (4) epoxy resin. The colour of the 
hour and second hands contrasts with that of the body of the Clock. Black was chosen for the hands of the mirror polished stainless steel and white 
versions. In the black version the hands are white. The clock runs on AA batteries. The object is completed with a rear black thermoplastic resin 
disc that houses the mechanism and has a hole for attaching the clock to the wall (5). The “La Stanza dello Scirocco” Clock forms part of the Living 
Accessories catalogue dedicated to small home accessories.

Additional project notes

A new type of wall Clock that has joined the “La Stanza dello Scirocco” family.
Alberto Alessi
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Table set

Tonale 

Codice / Code: DC03/2 PB - DC03/2 PG - DC03/3 PB - DC03/3 PG - DC03/38 PB - DC03/38 PG
DC03/38 RE - DC03/41 PB - DC03/41 PG - DC03/54 PB - DC03/54 PG
DC03/76 PB - DC03/76 PG

Designer: David Chipperfield

Nome / Name:



Table set

Spring/Summer 2016

Technical notes

DC03/2 PB Bowl in stoneware, Pale Blue. Dimensions: ø cm 18,5 / ø 7¼”
DC03/2 PG Bowl in stoneware, Pale Green. Dimensions: ø cm 18,5 / ø 7¼”
DC03/3 PB Tall bowl in stoneware, Pale Blue. Dimensions: cl 140 – ø cm 18 / 1 qt 16 oz – ø 7” 
DC03/3 PG Tall bowl in stoneware, Pale Green. Dimensions: cl 140 – ø cm 18 / 1 qt 16 oz – ø 7” 
DC03/38 PB Large bowl in stoneware, Pale Blue. Dimensions: cl 300 – ø cm 23 / 3 qt 5 oz – ø 9” 
DC03/38 PG Large bowl in stoneware, Pale Green. Dimensions: cl 300 – ø cm 23 / 3 qt 5 oz – ø 9”
DC03/38 RE Large bowl in stoneware, Red Earth. Dimensions: cl 300 – ø cm 23 / 3 qt 5 oz – ø 9”
DC03/41 PB Beaker in stoneware, Pale Blue. Dimensions: cl 20 – ø cm 8 / 7 oz – ø 3¼” 
DC03/41 PG Beaker in stoneware, Pale Green. Dimensions: cl 20 – ø cm 8 / 7 oz – ø 3¼”
DC03/54 PB Small bowl in stoneware, Pale Blue. Dimensions: cl 60 – ø cm 15 / 21¼ oz – ø 6”
DC03/54 PG Small bowl in stoneware, Pale Green. Dimensions: cl 60 – ø cm 15 / 21¼ oz – ø 6”
DC03/76 PB Mini-cup in stoneware, Pale Blue. Dimensions: cl 8 – ø cm 6 / 2¾ oz – ø 2¼” 
DC03/76 PG Mini-cup in stoneware, Pale Green. Dimensions: cl 8 – ø cm 6 / 2¾ oz – ø 2¼”

Product description

“Nothing is more abstract than reality”, said Giorgio Morandi (1890-1964), the painter that gave bottles, jugs, fruit bowls and flower vases a sense of order, a 
series of rules. David Chipperfield’s “Tonale” Table set, presented to great acclaim in 2009, can be traced back to the axioms of Morandi. The expressive purity 
of form and, above all, the variation of the shades of the colours, give day-to-day items a personal and refined value. This versatile collection in 2016 is enriched 
with a number of product - such as the Flower vase and the Serving plate - and colour variants.  The warm, earthy tones originally proposed by the designer are 
joined by cooler shades that recall water and the sky: Pale Blue and Pale Green. The Cup (2), the Teacups (3), the Soup plate (4), the Bowls (5), the Salad bowl (6) 
and the Flower vases come in these two shades. Particular attention has gone into the stoneware surface finishes: coloured and satinated on the outside to improve 
grip, white and smooth on the inside to make them easier to clean. Stoneware ceramic material, used in many of the products in the series, is resistant to high 
temperatures and thermal shock and means that these objects cover the middle ground between kitchenware and tableware. Just like a painting, “Tonale” offers you 
the chance to arrange your table combining the objects and colours in an original, elegant and artistic way. 

Additional project notes

New colour versions and two new types: the Flower vase and the Serving plate, round out the “Tonale” Tableware collection created in 2009 
by this master of contemporary architecture.

Alberto Alessi
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Serving plate

Tonale

Codice / Code: DC03/22LLG - DC03/22SLG

Designer: David Chipperfield

Nome / Name:



Serving plate

Spring/Summer 2016

Technical notes

DC03/22LLG Serving plate in stoneware, Light Grey. Dimensions: cm cm 36x24 – h cm 2,7 / 14¼”x9½” – h 1”
DC03/22SLG Serving plate in stoneware, Light Grey. Dimensions: cm cm 36x17 – h cm 2,7 / 14¼”x6¾” – h 1”

Product description

“Nothing is more abstract than reality”, said Giorgio Morandi (1890-1964), the painter that gave bottles, jugs, fruit bowls and flower vases 
a sense of order, a series of rules. David Chipperfield’s “Tonale” Table set, presented to great acclaim in 2009 (1), can be traced back to the 
axioms of Morandi. The expressive purity of form and, above all, the variation of the colour shades give day-to-day items a personal and refined 
value. This versatile collection in 2016 is enriched with a number of colour and product variants, such as the Flower vase (2) and the Serving 
plate (3). The Serving plate respects the simple and archetypal lines of the entire series. The designer has chosen a rectangle to design a large, 
spacious plate, perfect for serving at the table. The wide, slightly raised rim and the double foot underneath ensure the object’s functionality and 
stability. Produced from stoneware, the Plate comes in two sizes in the Light Grey colour version. Particular attention has gone into the surface 
finishes, satinated on the outside to improve grip and smooth on the inside to make the item easier to clean (4). Stoneware ceramic material, used 
in many of the products in the series, is resistant to high temperatures and thermal shock and means that these objects cover the middle ground 
between kitchenware and tableware, revisiting a tradition of universal instruments that are now somewhat unconventional. 
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Additional project notes

New colour versions and two new types: the Flower vase and the Serving plate, round out the “Tonale” Tableware collection created in 2009 
by this master of contemporary architecture.

Alberto Alessi
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Flower vase

Codice / Code:

Designer:

Nome / Name: Tonale

DC03/93HPB - DC03/93SPG

David Chipperfield



Flower vase

Spring/Summer 2016

Technical notes

DC03/93HPB Flower vase in stoneware, Pale Blue. Dimensions: ø cm 15,3 - h cm 31,5 / ø 6” – h 12½”
DC03/93SPG Flower vase in stoneware, Pale Green. Dimensions: ø cm 17 - h cm 21 / ø 8¼” – h 6¾”

Product description

“Nothing is more abstract than reality”, said Giorgio Morandi (1890-1964), the painter that gave bottles, jugs, fruit bowls and flower vases 
a sense of order, a series of rules. David Chipperfield’s “Tonale” Table set, presented to great acclaim in 2009 (1), can be traced back to the 
axioms of Morandi: the expressive purity of form and, above all, the variation of the shades of the colours that give day-to-day items a personal 
and refined value. In 2016 this versatile collection is enriched with a number of colour and product variants, such as the Serving plate (2) and 
the Flower vase (3). The Flower vase reflects the simple and archetypal forms of the entire series: a trunk/cone-shaped volume with circular base, 
wider than the body of the object in order to increase its stability, slanted sides and a slightly protruding upper rim. Particular attention has gone 
into the surface finishes, satinated on the outside to improve grip and smooth on the inside to make the item easier to clean (4). Produced from 
stoneware, the Vase is available in two sizes and two different colours: the bigger vase (31.5 cm high) comes in the Pale Blue version, the smaller 
one (21 cm high) in Pale Green. 
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Additional project notes

New colour versions and two new types: the Flower vase and the Serving plate, round out the “Tonale” Tableware collection created in 2009 
by this master of contemporary architecture.

Alberto Alessi
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Fruit bowl

Tutti Frutti

Codice / Code: GIA19 - GIA19 W

Designer: Giulio Iacchetti

Nome / Name:



Fruit bowl

Spring/Summer 2016

Technical notes

GIA19 Fruit bowl in 18/10 stainless steel. Dimensions: ø cm 29,5 – h cm 27 / 11½” – h 10¾”
GIA19 W Fruit bowl in 18/10 stainless steel and steel coloured with epoxy resin, Super White. 
Dimensions: ø cm 29,5 – h cm 27 / 11½” – h 10¾”

Product description

To offer, present and preserve fruit, Giulio Iacchetti has designed an original stainless steel Fruit holder. “Tutti Frutti” comprises a basket with a 
kind of pronged rod inserted in the middle that enables you to hang fruit (1), like bananas, which suffer when they come into close contact with 
the gases produced by other fruits. It can also be used for aesthetic purposes, for example to hang cherries, grapes, or a mandarin and its stalk, 
to add a further degree of poetry to the composition. Other fruit can be arranged in the basket to surround the fruit hanging at the centre with 
different colours and shapes. The rod also acts as a handle so you can pick up and move the fruit holder, introducing a new way of bringing fruit 
to the table (2). Made from stainless steel, the “Tutti Frutti” Fruit holder comes in two versions. Stainless steel with mirrored finish (3) or Super White 
(4). In the second version, the rod is in mirror-polished stainless steel as in the first version. The material applied to colour the basket uses a special 
technology that makes the surface water-repellent.

Additional project notes

Trays with a central handle are a well-known variation of this age-old typology. In the present case, a large steel Tray has a central handle that 
branches out at the top, allows you to hang a sample of the fruit found in the underlying tray (such as apples), or a type of fruit that is normally 
hung from something (such as bananas). This vertical element is also a visual signal to indicate at a distance what the tray contains: a new and 
decorative way to reinvent the presentation of the fruit on the table.

Alberto Alessi
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Broken Bowl

Codice / Code: MSM01 - MSM01 B

Designer: Maximilian Schmahl

Nome / Name:

Fruit bowl



2

Spring/Summer 2016

Technical notes

MSM01 Fruit bowl in 18/10 stainless steel. Dimensions: cm cm 31,5x30 – h cm 7 / 12½”x11¾” - h 1¾”
MSM01 B Fruit bowl in steel coloured with epoxy resin, Super Black. Dimensions: cm cm 31,5x30 – h cm 7 / 12½”x11¾” - h 1¾”

Product description

The “Broken bowl” Fruit holder is the first project designed by Maximilian Schmahl for Alessi. A young German designer who trained at the 
Bauhaus-Universität in Weimar, Schmahl creates objects that people may desire and use in their everyday lives. It is the functional and emotional 
dimensions of these objects that are paramount. With “Broken bowl” the designer literally breaks with tradition to create a round Fruit holder 
that, as the name suggests, is folded along the diameter and broken in two halves. The unusual shape of the object makes it possible to arrange 
the fruit in two parts, playing with the sizes, colours and shapes of the different types. Its simple, linear design makes the product elegant without 
compromising its functionality. The large size of the Fruit holder, 31.5 cm in diameter, and the restrained height of the edge make it spacious and 
suitable for containing any type of fruit despite its slanting surfaces. Its broken shape gives “Broken bowl” a slightly oscillatory feel, reminiscent of 
the movement that a branch makes when a fruit is picked from it. The Fruit holder comes in two versions, in stainless steel with mirrored finish (1) 
or painted with Super Black epoxy resin (2), water-repellent and suitable for contact with food. The designer chose these two variants as another 
distinctive element of the project. “Broken bowl” allows you to arrange and serve fruit using a multi-coloured palette, playing with contrasts 
between the colour of the fruits and the dark surface of the black object or with the infinite reflections created on the polished surface of the steel. 
We recommend using non-abrasive detergents when cleaning to preserve the sophisticated surface finish of the centrepiece.

Additional project notes

Maximilian Schmahl is a young designer who has worked in Berlin since 2013. “Broken Bowl” is a reflection on our common way of perceiving
intact objects in their entirety: intervening on a form that already seems integral and complete, breaking it in half, he creates a new perspective 
and gives us two distinct parts for two types of fruit. I’d like to point out a curious mechanical effect produced by the gap in the walls and from 
the bend down the middle. These operations generate a surprising and unprecedented flexibility in the hard metal, making it possible to bend 
with the sheer force of your fingers (even females). Seeing is believing.

Alberto Alessi
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Fruit bowl
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Electric kettle

Tea Rex

Codice / Code: MG32REX B - MG32REXBUK

Designer: Michael Graves

Nome / Name:



Electric kettle

Spring/Summer 2016

Technical notes

MG32REX B Electric kettle in 18/10 stainless steel mirror polish ed with handle and base in thermoplastic resin, black. Handle and prehistoric 
reptilian whistle in thermoplastic resin, copper metallic finish. Dimensions: cl 150 – cm 30x25 – h cm 27 / 1 qt 19½ oz – 11¾”x9¾” – h 10¾”
MG32REXBUK Electric kettle in 18/10 stainless steel mirror polish ed with handle and base in thermoplastic resin, black. Handle and prehistoric 
reptilian whistle in thermoplastic resin, copper metallic finish. English plug. 
Dimensions: cl 150 – cm 30x25 – h cm 27 / 1 qt 19½ oz – 11¾”x9¾” – h 10¾”

Product description

To celebrate the 30th anniversary of his famous Kettle, in 2015 Michael Graves designed a new Whistle, replacing the red bird with a little 
dragon, symbol of long life and fortune (1). An electric version of this Kettle was a must. “Tea Rex” is a cordless Electric kettle made from stainless 
steel and thermoplastic resin (2). In this version the power and Kettle base are black, as are the ball grip on the lid and the handle. The two 
spheres that decorate the ends of the handle are light blue (3). The little dragon whistle is metallic with copper and covered by transparent paint. 
The power base is designed so that the kettle can be placed on it facing in any direction. It also comes with a practical cable tidy with loops so 
the length of the power cord can be varied depending on how far the kettle is from the power socket (4). “Tea Rex” can contain up to a litre and-a-
half of water and comes with a limescale filter that prevents lime particles inside the kettle from ending up in the drinks (5). The filter can be easily 
removed when cleaning the Kettle (6). The Kettle is turned on by pressing the half moon button at the base (7) and turns off automatically a few 
seconds after the water comes to the boil. For this reason the Whistle in the electric version doesn’t emit a warning sound but it does carry out the 
important function of preventing any water from splashing out of the Kettle. The bottom of the Kettle does not heat to a high temperature and, being 
insulated, it can be placed on any surface after pouring. A safety device cuts off the power if the kettle is turned on with insufficient water, or no 
water, preventing any potential damage. When cleaning “Tea Rex” you must be careful not to immerse it in water, while the external part can be 
cleaned using a soft damp cloth and regular kitchen soap, and dried with a soft fabric cloth.

Additional project notes

At long last, the new electric version of Michael Graves’ Kettle is ready.
Alberto Alessi
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Salad serving bowl

Human Collection

Codice / Code: BMGS01/22 - BMGS01/34

Designer: Bruno Moretti and Guy Savoy

Nome / Name:



Salad serving bowl

Spring/Summer 2016

Technical notes

BMGS01/22 Salad serving bowl in 18/10 stainless steel. Dimensions: cl 60 - ø cm 22 – h cm 6 / 21¼ oz - ø 8¾” – h 2¼”
BMGS01/34 Salad serving bowl in 18/10 stainless steel. Dimensions: cl 300 - ø cm 34 – h cm 12 / 3 qt 5¾ oz - ø 13½”- h 4¾”

Product description

Originating in the 1970s, partnerships between designers and great chefs are a distinctive feature of Alessi’s business approach, which involves professionals 
and experts in analysis and research to help develop special utensils for cooking or serving food. “Human collection” is the contribution of French designer Bruno 
Moretti and Michelin-starred chef Guy Savoy, owner of the famous Parisian restaurant of the same name (1). This partnership between Moretti and Savoy stems 
from their shared passion for simplicity, quality materials and harmonious presentation. The result is a collection of objects that creates continuity between the kitchen 
and the dining room, designed to enhance flavours and fully satisfy the senses. The heart is the formal inspiration for the service, representing Savoy’s passion for 
his work and the constant attention focused on another element central to all of his creations - people, just as satisfying diners is a chef’s chief concern. “Human 
collection” comprises a Salad bowl (2), Salad servers (3) and Cutlery for starters and desserts (4). The Salad bowl represents a “cardioid” (5), an algebraic curve 
that resembles a flattened-out leaf or, as its name suggests, a heart (from the Greek, kardia, heart + eidos, form). Elegant lines that open out generously towards the 
exterior make it possible to arrange and present every recipe while respecting the texture and fragility of the ingredients. The slightly convex base prevents the salad 
leaves from coming into too much contact with the acidity of the condiments. The heart shape gives the Salad bowl a sense of direction and provides a niche on 
which to lay the salad severs, making them easier to pick up. The Salad bowl is made from 18/10 stainless steel with mirrored finish and comes in two sizes (6), 
with the larger version designed for serving salad at the table while the smaller version can also be used as a personal bowl for presenting and serving different 
foods. Designed for the realm of fine dining, “Human collection” is the perfect collection for all private gourmets, for people who love creating and assembling 
flavours just like a chef!

Additional project notes

Multi-award-winning chef from Paris worth every accolade he’s received, the world-renown Guy Savoy explains his approach to the “Human collection” this way: 
«Excavated objects related to cooking, tools, terra cotta vessels, are object-mirrors of history are vestiges of the culture and refinement of early man. They distill 
useful information for understanding different civilizations (...) In every meal something is said about this culture of refinement, about this development and at the 
same time something primitive, simple, linked to the natural human need to be feed. “Human collection” because eating is humanity’s number one concern, and 
pleasing their guests is cooks’ first concern. The design of these objects is derived from the image of a heart: a fine example that translates both chefs’ passion 
for their work and attention to others, always present in their work».

Alberto Alessi
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Salad set - Amuse bouche and dessert utensils

Spring/Summer 2016

Codice / Code:

Designer:

Nome / Name: Human Collection

BMGS02 - BMGS03S4

Bruno Moretti and Guy Savoy



Salad set - Amuse bouche and dessert utensils

Spring/Summer 2016

Technical notes

BMGS02 Salad set in 18/10 stainless steel. Dimensions: cm 29,8 / 11¾” 
BMGS03S4 Set of four amuse bouche and dessert utensils in 18/10 stainless steel. Dimensions: cm 10 / 4"

Product description

Originating in the 1970s, partnerships between designers and great chefs are a distinctive feature of Alessi’s business approach, which involves 
professionals and experts in analysis and research to help develop special utensils for cooking or serving food. “Human collection” is the 
contribution of French designer Bruno Moretti and Michelin-starred chef Guy Savoy, owner of the famous Parisian restaurant of the same name (1). 
This partnership between Moretti and Savoy stems from their joint passion for research, quality materials and harmonious presentation. The result 
is a collection of objects that creates continuity between the kitchen and the dining room, designed to enhance flavours and fully satisfy the senses. 
The name chosen for this project symbolises Savoy's constant attention on an element that is central to all of his creations - people, given that 
satisfying diners is a chef’s chief concern. “Human collection” comprises a Salad bowl (2), Salad servers (3) and Cutlery for starters and desserts 
(4). The delicacy and softness of vegetables are reflected in the design of both pieces of cutlery, designed for the presentation and serving of 
dishes, respecting the texture and fragility of the ingredients. The elegant lines of the Salad servers ensure perfect functionality. The long, thin 
handles are very comfortable to grip and add a touch of elegance to the serving process (5). A new product for the Alessi catalogue, the Starter 
and dessert cutlery is a characteristic feature of the Guy Savoy restaurant, used to present and serve the typical little welcome toasts or the sorbet 
at the end of the meal. The particular artichoke shape (6), a typical ingredient of the Savoy maison, gives this special utensil a dual function. The 
little skewer enables its use as a cocktail stick (7) while the slightly concave bowl makes it suitable for enjoying a delicate sorbet (8). The Salad 
servers and the Cutlery for starters and desserts are made from mirrored finish 18/10 stainless steel. The former come in a set while the latter is 
sold in a pack of four pieces. Designed for the realm of fine dining, “Human collection” is the perfect collection for all private gourmets, for people 
who love creating and putting together flavours just like a chef!

Additional project notes

Multi-award-winning chef from Paris worth every accolade he’s received, the world-renown Guy Savoy explains his approach to the “Human collection” this way: 
«Excavated objects related to cooking, tools, terra cotta vessels, are object-mirrors of history are vestiges of the culture and refinement of early man. They distill 
useful information for understanding different civilizations (...) In every meal something is said about this culture of refinement, about this development and at the 
same time something primitive, simple, linked to the natural human need to be feed. “Human collection” because eating is humanity’s number one concern, and 
pleasing their guests is cooks’ first concern. The design of these objects is derived from the image of a heart: a fine example that translates both chefs’ passion 
for their work and attention to others, always present in their work».

Alberto Alessi
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Spring/Summer 2016

Pizza wheel

Codice / Code:

Designer:

Nome / Name: Taio

VS04

Valerio Sommella



Pizza wheel

Spring/Summer 2016

Technical notes

VS04 Pizza wheel in 18/10 stainless steel. Blade in steel AISI 420. Dimensions: cm 10,8x10,5 – h cm 2,3 / 4¼”x4¼” -  h 1”

Product description

Valerio Sommella has designed an unusual product for the Alessi Encyclopaedia: the Pizza cutter. The object's soft and sinuous shapes are so 
typical of the designer. “Taio”, the name chosen by Sommella, resembles a box, a pouch into which the pizza cutter has been inserted. A button 
at the centre firmly holds the blade in place so it can be turned easily when used (1). The designer has managed to recreate the typical softness 
of fabric in a hard material like steel, giving the item an attractive and sophisticated feel. This feature serves to soften a sharp, everyday object 
normally associated with an action perceived as dangerous and aggressive. “Taio” refines the act of cutting with its soft lines. The grip is designed 
to wrap around the blade and make the object safe, practical and pleasant to handle. The blade is wide and generous, suitable for cutting pizza 
of any thickness or texture easily and with a simple, natural action. “Taio” is made from 18/10 stainless steel with a mirrored finish. The blade is 
produced from AISI 420 steel. The project enriches the “Objets-Bijoux” collection and is presented in the same distinctive packaging as the rest of 
this series of products (2).

Additional project notes

Two new pieces of "Objets-Bijoux" designed by the young Sommella, who has become a true virtuoso in the field of small functional utensils 
designed with free interpretations- and for this reason quite surprising and fun- of literary figures of speech translated into design (in the case of 
the Pizza cutter that alludes to a tiny handbag, I’d venture to say synesthesia ...).

Alberto Alessi
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Spring/Summer 2016

Ice cream scoop

Codice / Code:

Designer:

Nome / Name: Koki

VS05

Valerio Sommella



Ice cream scoop

Spring/Summer 2016

Technical notes

VS05 Ice cream scoop in 18/10 stainless steel. Dimensions: cm 17,6x5,6 / 7”x2¼”

Product description

"Koki" makes being at home like being in an ice-cream parlour. This Ice cream spoon (1) designed by Valerio Sommella is for all for all lovers of 
ice cream. The shape of this object recalls the soft consistency of ice cream, once again demonstrating the designer’s ability to model steel as if it 
were a soft and delicate material. The handle design is reminiscent of a cushion, convex at the centre and flattening out slightly towards the head, 
a detail that makes it comfortable and pleasant to hold. The length of the Spoon handle means it can be used with all types of containers on the 
market (boxes, tubs etc.). The bowl is designed scooping and serving of ice cream. Its irregular profile makes it perfect for scraping sorbets and 
reaching all corners of boxes and tubs.  The welcoming shape of the bowl also makes it suitable for use with soft and creamy ice creams. “Koki” 
is made from 18/10 stainless steel combining two different production technologies. The handle is created through the pressing of two half-
shells, the bowl from precision casting. The parts are then soldered together and polished to give the surface of the object a smooth, continuous 
appearance. The project enriches the “Objets-Bijoux” collection and is presented in the same distinctive packaging as the rest of this product 
series (2).

Additional project notes

Two new pieces of "Objets-Bijoux" designed by the young Sommella, who has become a true virtuoso in the field of small functional utensils 
designed with free interpretations- and for this reason quite surprising and fun- of literary figures of speech translated into design (in the case of 
the Pizza cutter that alludes to a tiny handbag, I’d venture to say synesthesia ...).

Alberto Alessi
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Spring/Summer 2016

Sugar bowl

Codice / Code:

Designer:

Nome / Name: Diana

MT21

Mario Trimarchi



Sugar bowl

Spring/Summer 2016

Technical notes

MT21 Sugar bowl in thermoplastic resin and 18/10 stainless steel. Dimensions: cl 21 – ø cm 8,5 – h cm 8,5 / 7½ oz – ø 3¼” – h 3¼”

Product description

The various shapes of the “Ossidiana” Espresso coffee maker (1) inspired Mario Trimarchi for the design of a Sugar bowl. “Diana”, as the name 
suggests, pays homage to the Espresso coffee maker that it sits alongside as an essential accessory in the coffee serving ritual. The body is made 
from thermoplastic resin. The black colour and satin finish give the item a sculpted and mysterious appearance reminiscent of lava stone, the 
main inspiration for this project. The sides of “Diana” enhance it ergonomics, making it fit beautifully in the hand for ease of use. A little groove 
along the upper rim creates a niche that perfectly accommodates the round lid. Made from 18/10 stainless steel with mirrored finish, the lid 
has an opening that recalls the multifaceted nature of the body of the Sugar bowl (2), the perfect place for resting your teaspoon. At the centre 
a little black thermoplastic resin ball grip makes it easier to open and close the Sugar bowl (3). The materials used are dishwasher friendly. The 
hexagonal packaging was designed to reflect the multi-faceted shape of the object.

Additional project notes

This Sugar bowl by Mario Trimarchi, in plastic and steel, has appeared to accompany his beautiful Espresso coffee maker "Ossidiana" of 
2014.

Alberto Alessi
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Spring/Summer 2016

Bowl

Furbo

Codice / Code: KI01 FP

Designer: KINGS

Nome / Name:



Typologically, “Furbo” is a Bowl and represents one of our rare forays into the art world. In this case, the raid has been carried out with a 
creative group called “Kings ” that has long worked along the borderline between art and design. Founded in 2000 by Daniele Innamorato 
and Federica Perazzoli, “Kings ” have gone through a very wide range of expressive media and techniques, favouring photography and neon, 
also occupying territory in the installation and design, as well as publishing self-produced fanzines. The “Furbo” project stems from research 
carried out over the years in the world of collage. Surrealism and metaphysics, freaks, futuristic architecture, Bosch, Arcimboldo, Max Ernst are 
the landmarks of their aesthetic, even touching on Rock‘n’Roll.

Alberto Alessi

Bowl

Spring/Summer 2016

Technical notes

KI01 FP Bowl in 18/10 stainless steel and resin, fluo pink. Limited edition of 999 numbered copies. 
Dimensions: ø cm 20 – h cm 23 / ø 8” – h 9”

Product description

Since the early 1970s Alessi has launched various partnerships with designers from the world of art. These collaborations stem from the desire 
to introduce typical elements of artistic research to industrial production and, over the years, have led to the creation of little collections of 
limited edition items, genuine “artist’s multiples” that occupy the middle ground between unique works and serial objects. With the “Furbo” Bowl 
created by KINGS, an original artistic language is added to this chapter of Alessi research. KINGS is a project launched in 2000 by Federica 
Perazzoli and Daniele Innamorato (1). More than an artistic duo, theirs is a kind of propelling force around which a group of designers revolves, 
developing work that ranges over the most diverse technical and creative forms of expression, touching on and drawing inspiration from various 
different spheres, such as fashion, reportage, architecture, photography, design and music. “Furbo” is a sculpture composed of a little statue 
made from cast plastic resin that holds a stainless steel bowl 20 centimetres in diameter. The statue is completely coloured with neon red paint, 
another distinctive expressive element associated with Kings art. “Furbo” has been produced in a limited edition series of 999 pieces.

Additional project notes

1



Spring/Summer 2016

Bottle rack

Ribbon

Codice / Code: UNS02 - UNS02 B

Designer: UN Studio

Nome / Name:



Bottle rack

Spring/Summer 2016

Technical notes

UNS02 Bottle rack in 18/10 stainless steel. Dimensions: cm 42x16 – h cm 20 / 16½”x6¼” – h 8”
UNS02 B Bottle rack in steel coloured with epoxy resin, Super Black. Dimensions: cm 42x16 – h cm 20 / 16½”x6¼” – h 8”

Product description

UNStudio collaborated with Alessi for the first time in 2003 on the “Tea & Coffee Towers” project (1). Over 10 years later they are back with 
“Ribbon”, a sophisticated stainless steel Bottle holder. This object's design revisits some of the distinctive elements of their architecture. UNStudio 
have made completely original use of the potential offered by computers and Information Technology. Fluidity, continuity, abstraction, freedom 
and fluctuation are just some of the keywords that we could use to describe their designs (2). These same terms can also be used to characterise 
their project for Alessi. Like a soft ribbon enveloping the bottles, delicately holding them in the air, “Ribbon” offers an original interpretation of the 
classic kitchen bottle holder. Its unique structure and the expressive power of the design, make it an object that can steal the show, establishing 
itself as an important kitchen accessory. The fluid, light design of this Bottle holder conceals a highly complex production process. With “Ribbon” 
Alessi once again emphasises its expertise and skill in the processing of steel, in this case used to restore the lightness and movement of a ribbon 
that unfurls in a sequence of mutually contrasting curves. “Ribbon” can hold up to six bottles. The size of the spaces designed to hold them was 
based on the most popular bottle styles on the market (Champagne, Burgundy, Rhine and Bordeaux). The Bottle holder comes in two versions, 
steel (3) and Super Black (4).

Additional project notes

The UN (United Net) Studio in Rotterdam, of which Ben van Berkel is the driving force behind this multidisciplinary international network founded 
in 1998 to develop large-scale urban projects, public works and urban infrastructure worldwide. He distinguished himself early as one of the most 
interesting in the panorama new Dutch architecture and as such was invited by us to participate in the “Tea & Coffee Towers” project of 2003. 
The “Ribbon” Bottle rack is part of one of the obsessions of Ben, who often returns to it in his architectural works: the so-called Moebius strip, a 
geometric figure discovered in 1858 by German mathematician August Ferdinand Moebius which consists of a elongated surface twisted one 
hundred eighty degrees so to have a single side and a single edge, and somehow it has to do with the intriguing concept of Infinity.

Alberto Alessi
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All-purpose box

Cabin

Codice / Code: MDL04

Designer: Michele De Lucchi

Nome / Name:



All-purpose box

Spring/Summer 2016

Technical notes

MDL04 All-purpose box in bamboo wood. Dimensions: cm 32,7x24,7 – h cm 12,5 / 13"x9¾” – h 5”

Product description

Additional project notes

«Since I first started working wood with a chain saw to shape my Little houses, the forms of these small-scale works of architecture stuck with me 
forever. All of them have four façades and gable roofs so the rain runs off. They have no doors, no windows, and they would be impossible to 
live in. Yet they are beautiful precisely because they aren’t plans to actually be built, but rather reflections on living. Homes contain very valuable 
things; they protect our affections, our stories, our secrets. They are containers of our lives, like this little box for Alessi».

Michele De Lucchi

A house is the perfect refuge for the things we care about. Michele De Lucchi has designed “Cabin”, a bamboo Box that encapsulates all of the 
poetry so typical of his projects. Since 2004 the designer has been handcrafting little wooden boxes, sculpted houses that embody the minimalist 
style of this major Italian architect. Like the “Quattro muri e due case” (1) Tray designed in 2014, “Cabin” (2) forms part of De Lucchi’s research 
into materials that “age well”, like wood, stone and metals. These materials retain their authenticity, accepting their ageing process since time 
is the greatest artist that exists. The result is a series of industrial products that encapsulate the essence of an object that is part art and part craft. 
“Cabin” is a Box that depicts a house, structurally simple yet extremely sophisticated in terms of its design. Its minimalist shapes make it suitable for 
different environments, from the office to the kitchen. Spacious but not bulky, “Cabin” is designed to hold A4 size sheets of paper and anything we 
want to carefully store away. The material of choice, bamboo, stands out for its knots and grain that make every piece slightly different from the 
next. The satin finish gives the box an even more natural feel. To preserve the beauty of this wood clean the object with a damp sponge and dry 
thoroughly.
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